. Mechanical properties of stanene computed by adopting six different functionals. *Consider elongation of a specimen from an initial length 0 to a final length and denote the stretch ratio ( 0 ) as . The engineering, true, and Lagrangian strain can be expressed, respectively, as = , = − 1, and = 1 2
( 2 − 1). ‡ Our Young's Modulus computed by suing the PEBsol functional implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO matches extremely well with another group 's result (24.46117 N/m) Table S3 . Indifferent results obtained through 2-atom supercell simulation (for phonon) and 6-atom supercell simulation (for stress-strain response) with the implementation of LDA. Figure S1 . Demonstration of the negligible effect of spin-orbit coupling in mechanical property calculations in stanene (2atoms/supercell, LDA functional incorporated). Figure S2 . The sensitivity of Young's modulus fitting on a true stress-true strain curve. The two fitted curves are almost identical but yield slightly different Efitted. Figure S3 . (a) Phonon dispersion and density of states for stanene at the undeformed state. (b) The reciprocal space and first Brillouin zone with high symmetrical points associated with the phonon calculations. The present dispersion shows excellent agreement with the previous phonon calculations for stanene using either DFPT 2,3 or the small displacement method 4 . Figure S4 . The computed stress-strain response of stanene by using the PBEsol (RRKJ), PBEsol (PAW), PW-LDA, HSE06, PBE0, and B3LYP functional, respectively.
